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- Spikes “ Little Folk” party at Wanda’s

RED MOUNTAIN PARTY
- SPECIAL EDITION -

Folks, some late arrival news & photos that jest have to be shown to believe the goings on up
the hill in that crazy town of Red Mountain where Spike has all his lil’folk friends.
These photos arrived late to the Sub-Standard, comin’ on the so called “Cannonball Express”
so we’z publishin’ em a tid bit late but nun the less they’ll explain the adventures & extreme
hazards our wunderfool posse had to deal with up dare in the high kuntry.
First of all we kin show yo’all that devil of a whorse
dressed up as the elk that started the whore’ll Outlaw
escape plan, Myrtle by the way has a price on her head
too now. Here she is – boy does she look tasty.
And then she dragged a case of fresh DW’s just in front
of the deputy’s keepin’ watch outside the jail, coor’s
they got drunk straight away didn’t they!

Myrtle snuck around & kicked the door & the Outlaw got
the rops from the saggle & as y’all know the bars
pulled out & then the
Outlaw escaped.
But wot y’all dun don’t
know is what happened in
the mean time . . . . . . .
Them folk found the Purgatory
boxcar full of “you-no-wots”
tep, chock-a-block full of
dem sweet DW’s & the R.M.
Mayor, Con Sensus, decided the
town should have a celebration party rite there & then, or he
know’d he’d a bin shot dead!
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Well, let this reporter tell you they nose how to party up here, yes’siree’s them sure do. Why
Wicked Wanda’s that
sits on the hill
overlookin’ the depot
& the wye has never
entertained so many
in such a short time,
the girls were plum
exhausted from all
the pourin’ of drinks
from the two special
sour-mash tank cars
parked on the front
lawn.
And the stash of DW’s
from the Purgatory
boxcar why it was
spread in every
direction as far as the
eye cood see. The jug
band climbed up onto
the balcony with the
new banister rail &
struck up the tune
“Mudhen’s pulling up a
staircase to heaven”
which brought a tear
to the Brewer’s eye.
Fairdinkum, the grog
was thicker than
molasses’ on a corncob in a red-neck’s
chewing cheeks!

Snappy to sum shots at
lookin’ to get jest the
right angle!
Toyman & Barkeep had
one of the girls up on
the table entertainin’
em while Professor &
Scoop sucked on the
sour-mash that’s
brewed in a special
contraption to put out
fire!
“They sure know how to
make good-um
firewater”, sez Chief
Suntraxx
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Is it any wonder nobody was
lookin’ to see if the Outlaw was
still locked up, I mean, who would
think of leavin’ a party with free
beer that had bin recovered from
the bloke who stole it?
Celebratin’ is what life is all
about in these parts & the cares
of the outside world have bin lost
after the first swig.
Pianoman & Spike each had a piano
on the bordellos porch & they
played together, & of coors had
some lovely ladies for kumpany &
Madam Lash sung “ Bad girls have
more fun” with a chorus of
Wanda’s girls sing yes,yes, yes, in the background.

Why even the Jackelopes joined in the fun & Sparky
couldn’t figure out why his microphone tasted so good until Inspector told him he had plugged
the cable into the sour-mash tank behind him. This was sum party & the Mayor stood atop the
stairs & declared
“May all our Christmas’s be this good.
So, now you know what went on up there in the high country & a picture never lies & the stories
that go with them just colour them a touch more. Merry Christmas to all.
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